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• Based on an ongoing work with C.Papageorgakis



Bagger, Lambert and Gustvasson had shown that in three dimensions,

at the two derivative order, actions with N = 8 supersymmetry, SO(8)

symmetry and non-dynamical gauge fields are classified by a single

four-indexed parameter (fabcd), which satisfies a constraint named the

fundamental identity(FI).

fabcdfefgd + fabedfcfgd + faecdfecgd + febcdfefad = 0 (1)

This parameter may be interpreted as the structure constants of a

”3-algebra”, with the FI being the generalized Jacobi identity satisfied

by the generators of the algebra.

[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT d (2)

• Maximally super symmetric actions in three dimensions, with SO(8)

symmetry are classified by a 3-algebra at the two derivative order.

• In a previous work, along with Sunil Mukhi and C. Papageorgakis, we

argued that this holds true even when we add higher dimensional terms



in the action. In particular, we constructed the four derivative cousin of
the BLG action, which is also classified only by the ’3-algebra’.

• Later, Bagger and Lambert had generalized their results to the case of
actions which preserve N = 6 super symmetry and SO(6) symmetry. In
this case, their result was that these actions are classified by a complex
four indexed parameter fab

cd, which satisfied some new fundamental
identity.

[T a, T b, T̄c] = fab
cdT

d, [T̄a, T̄b, T
c] = fcd

abT̄d (3)

In our on-going work, we argue that even in this case, the above result
continues to hold when one adds higher dimension terms in the action,
however in a slightly more interesting way. We see that at the higher

derivative order, there appear more parameters in the action, which are
actually the structure constants of the full complex 3-algebra, which did

not appear at the two derivative order.

[T a, T b, T c] = gabcdT̄d, [T̄a, T̄b, T̄c] = gabcdT
d (4)

• In short, The full three algebra actually appears only at the higher
derivative level.



Deconfinement Phase Transition 
in the Dense Medium
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Ref.
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Goal

investigate the 4-dimensional gauge theory (QCD) in the strong coupling 

region using the 5-dimensional dual gravity theory.

Set-up

To get information about the deconfinement phase transition in QCD, we 

consider the dual gravity theory including vector field, whose time 

component corresponds to the quark chemical potential or quark number 

density.



1) RNAdS BH (RN AdS black hole)

Solutions

black hole mass

black hole charge

quark chemical potential

quark number density
corresponds to the deconfining phase

( QGP, quark-gluon plasma) 

2) non-black hole solution with the IR cut-off 

the dual geometry of the confining (or hadronic) phase 

• baryonic chemical potential

• baryon number density
We call it tcAdS (thermal

charged AdS space)



Comparing the on-shell actions (or free energy ) of two gravity solutions,  

we can see when the Hawking-Page transition dual to the deconfinement phase

transition occurs.

I

II

Region I : 

tcAdS (cofining phase) is dominant

Region II : 

RNAdS BH (decofining phase) is 

dominant 

Conclusion

We obtained the coincident deconfinement phase diagram of QCD using the 

AdS/CFT correspondence.



Basic Research Interests
conformal field theories in various dimensions

2D BCFT (BS) description of gauge instantons on D-branes (e.g. D(-1) in D(-1)-D3)

2D CFT as a dual of rotating black hole (for 5D black hole)

4D N=1 quiver SCFT and its marginal deformations from brane tiling  

up to now

quantum critical points of (1+1)D condensed matter system (TL liquid)
and their gravity descriptions

now

to what extent gravity description can capture some exact results 
by (1+1)D CFT (correlation functions, critical exponents etc.)

Hiroshi Isono
(National Taiwan University)

worldsheet theory, critical point, their gravity dual



Hirotaka Irie
from 

National Taiwan University



Hirotaka Irie (National Taiwan University)
My working area:  Non-critical string theory  (2D string theory, matrix models,…)

In 2003, Matrix Reloaded [McGreevy-Verlinde‘03] and so on…:

Two-cut critical points of matrix models   (Type 0) superstring theory

[Takayanagi-Toumbas ‘03][Douglas, et al. ‘03]

Multi-cut critical points of matrix models   fractional superstring theory

Conjecture [HI’09]:

Further non-trivial Checks :  Loop op. (resolvent op.)    FZZT brane amplitudes

1. One- and Two-cut:   Chebyshev polynomials of the 1st and 2nd kinds
[Kostov ‘90, Seiberg-Shih ‘03]

2. Z_k symmetric k-cut:   Jacobi polynomials [Chan-HI-Shih-Yeh ‘09]
3. Fractional SUSY k-cut:  Deformed Chebyshev polynomials [Chan-HI-Yeh ‘10]

Coming works:
1. Comparison to Fractional super-Liouville boundary CFT and so on…
2. “Multi-cut” extension of various matrix models 

(Kontsevich type, Loop gas, c=1,…)
3. Beyond Non-perturbative completeness of multi-cut matrix models? 

1-cut/Bosonic 2-cut/Superstring

Multi-cut/ ?
Fermions in Superstring Z_k Para-Fermions (kind of Anyon)



Motivations
Methods

Summary

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About
Warped AdS3

1

S. Detournay†, D. Israel?, J. Lapan†, and M. Romo†

†KITP/UCSB

?IAP - Paris

4th Asian Winter School on Strings, Particles, & Cosmology
January 12, 2010

1But were afraid to ask.
S. Detournay, D. Israel, J. L., M. Romo Warped AdS3



Motivations
Methods

Summary

Description:
WAdS3 is a one-param deformation of AdS3

Breaks SL(2; R)× SL(2; R)→ SL(2; R)× U(1)

Motivations
3D massive gravities
3D GR + matter theories
NHEK geometry
Admits single asymptotic Virasoro (dual 2D CFT? 1D?)

S. Detournay, D. Israel, J. L., M. Romo Warped AdS3



Motivations
Methods

Summary

Methods
In many stringy models,

AdS3 ←→ SL(2,R) WZW model

Want to utilize WZW methods
S1 bundle over WAdS3 ←→ deformation of
SL(2; R)× U(1) WZW by

∆S = H
∫

d2σJḡ

with J ∈ SL(2; R)L and ḡ ∈ U(1)R

Dim. red. on S1 =⇒WAdS3 + C.S. gauge fields

S. Detournay, D. Israel, J. L., M. Romo Warped AdS3



Motivations
Methods

Summary

Current Conclusions/Results
Independent of gauge coupling λ, always find at least one
Virasoro
For special values of H and λ, find a second one with a
different central charge!
Still trying to make sense of this . . . asymmetric orbifold is
tempting, but that wouldn’t change the central charge.

S. Detournay, D. Israel, J. L., M. Romo Warped AdS3



Shoichi Kawamoto (NTNU, Taiwan)

Various aspects of AdS/CFT

•Anyonic branes in AdS4 * CP3 

D2 + k F1   and D0 pair  -> Get phase through CS coupling
(cf. AdS5 * S5 case,  Hartnoll)

•Accelerated temperature and AdS/CFT
Introduce “comoving frame” of accelerated string and discuss its 
thermal effect in the context of AdS/CFT

other keywords:  Wilson loops in AdS/CFT,
(supersymmetric) Matrix model (IIB MM)
noncritical string theory, ...
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Acrobat 9 or Adobe Reader 9, or later.
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Shou-Huang Dai
National Taiwan Normal University

Research Interest:  AdS/CFT and its applications

• Supergravity dual of non-anticommutative SYM

• Holographic description of QCD 

at very high baryon density 

@Large Nc

 Chiral density wave?

(in collaboration with S. Kawamoto, WY Chuang, FL Lin & CP Yeh)



1d Large-N SU(N) Yang-Mills at finite temperature +        fundamental matters

Shingo Takeuchi (APCTP, Korea)

Matrix Model

Holographic QCD

D3-D7
D4-D8 

Soft-wall
Hard-wall
Magnetic b.g.

Spectrum func. Fermi surface
Zero temp. 

Transport coefficients Hydrodynamics

• Current result we have obtained• Expected behavior we will study

Line of 1st order trans.

with A.Mukherjee, P.Basu, T.Azuma

Deform Phase transition

To dual field  
theory side

Ghoroku b.g.

Liner behavior                  
in large R

with S.J. Sin, Y.Kim, KwangHyun Jo, Y.Matsuo and members of APCTP

4th Asian Winter School, 11 – 20, Jan, Mahabaleshwar, India
What is way to analytically understand this ?



recent research of SHINJI SHIMASAKI
HRI &
Kyoto U.

 Large N reduction on group manifolds

Large N field theory is equivalent to the matrix model
obtained by dimensionally reducing it to zero dimension.

[0912.1456]In collaboration with Hikaru Kawai and Asato Tsuchiya

Ex) matrix regularization of gauge theory on S3 (N=4 SYM on RxS3)
in a gauge invariant and SO(4) invariant manner. 

 Large N reduction for Chern-Simons theory on S3

[0908.1711]
PRD80:086004,2009

In collaboration with Goro Ishiki and Asato Tsuchiya

We study the reduced matrix model of CS on S3.
It reproduces the original theory in the large N limit.

Ex) partition function, unknot Wilson loop in the fund. rep. 

 Large N reduction [Eguchi-Kawai]

 How are curved spaces included in matrices?

Large N field theories defined on group manifolds
are equivalent to some corresponding matrix models.



3d SC Chern-Simons ⇔ M2s ⇔ M theory on AdS4×X7

AdS4CFT3

Monopole operators M2 wrapped on 2-cycle
Ranks of gauge group M5  wrapped on 3-cycle

Baryonic operators M5  wrapped on 5-cycle

⇔

⇔

⇔

!

N=4 SC Chern-Simons theory 

with monopole contribution
3d SC index

Shuichi Yokoyama   University of Tokyo

= AdS4 index
with wrapped M2 contribution

check!

proposed!

what we did.

Result

Y.Imamura-SY, PTP121(2009), NPB827(2010)based on 12. Jan. 2010 @ Mahabaleshwar

X7 = S7 / Γ

known



Phases of Lower dimensional Large-N Gauge Theories

Takeshi Morita, TIFR

In [0910.4526], G. Mandal, M. Mahato and I revealed the phase structure of
the following 1 dim large-N gauge theory by using a large-D expansion

S =

∫ β

0

dt Tr

 D∑
I=1

1

2

(
DtY

I
)2

−
∑
I ,J

g 2

4
[Y I ,Y J ][Y I ,Y J ]

 .

T0 Tc1 Tc2confinement deconfinement

We can evaluate several quantities even in the strong coupling region.
By applying this result, I am interested in the following topics:

I extension to the two dimensional model. (
∫ β

0
dt →

∫ β

0
dt

∫ L

0
dx)

→ Rich phase structures are obtained. (partially done)

I extension to the supersymmetric models.
→ 0 dim: IKKT matrix model.
→ 1 dim: BFSS matrix theory, black hole thermodynamics.
→ 2 dim: DVV matrix string,

Dynamical BS/BH phase transition (with Basu, Mandal and Wadia)

I If we can replace Y I → D I and
∫ β

0
dt →

∫ β

0
dt

∫
dDx , we will obtain the

pure YM. → the confinement/deconfinement transition of YM.



Dan Tomino （富野 弾）

National Center  for Theoretical Sciences (Taiwan)
(國家理論科學研究中心)

Main research interests: 

• IIB matrix model :  
a proposal for non-perturbative definition 

of superstring theory

• BLG  (and ABJM) model : 
a model for multiple membranes



Recent Work

• Large N matrix can describe curved space
covariant derivative.    (Hanada Kawai and Kimura [05])

• Adopting this idea, we can easily derive a field 
equation of a torsion gravity from equation of 
motion of IIB matrix model. 

• I studied classical solutions of this field equation:
Time dependent solution with homogeneity and isotropy
Static solution with spherical symmetry

( with Hiroshi Isono  [0911.1769]  )



Yoske Sumitomo
TIFR



D3

SUSY breaking?

Adding            near the tip of Klebanov-StrasslerD3

(as we saw in Herman’s lecture)

de Sitter vacua (KKLT)

Back reaction of D3

DeWolfe-Kachru-MulliganMcGuirk-Shiu-Y.S.

Non Calabi-Yau



Hidden: KS + 

R-symmetry:

Gaugino mass
in classical gravity:
(tree level of DBI)

non zero zero

D3 7-7

McGuirk-Shiu-Y.S. Benini-Dymarsky-Franco
-Kachru-Simic-Verlinde

Visible: 7-7 D3

Messenger: 3-7

(discrete)

Agree with R-sym. argument: Gaugino mass
R-sym.  >

for



Nuclear matter to strange 

matter transition in 

holographic QCD

Yunseok Seo
CQUeST

in collaboration with Youngman Kim and Sang-Jin Sin
arXive: 0911.3685

4th Asian Winter School, India, 12 Jan. 2010 .



Motivation

Nuclear matter to strange matter transition

Up(or down) quark
Strange quark

Density

 In low density, mass of strange quarks too heave to be piled 
up in ground state

 As density increase, chemical potential of light (up or down) 
quarks become comparable with the mass of strange quark

 In certain density, strange quark can be entered to the 
system 



Basic setup
 Two flavor

 Are there stable configurations?

While, the strangeness could be also deposited into dense matter by hy-

perons such as !, ", and #. In this case the matter with the nucleon and

hyperon is called hyperon matter or strange hadronic matter. The transition

from nuclear matter to hyperon matter in neutron stars was studied in [9], and

it is claimed that the transition is also first order.

This transition is essential to understand relevance of kaon condensation in neutron

star. This is because the presence of strangeness matter tends to hinder the formation of

kaon condensation basically due to the Pauli exclusion principle. Here kaon condensation

means K! condensation. Since K! is composed of ū and s, strange matter will expel the

strange quark and so the kaon condensation. Moreover, according to previous studies, the

critical baryon number density for the nuclear matter to strange matter and that for the

onset of kaon condensation are not very di$erent from each other, ! (2 " 4)!0, where !0

is the normal nuclear matter density # 0.17 fm!3 ! m3
!/2. In conventional approaches,

however, when one estimates the transition to strange matter, a bit large uncertainty comes

in due to lack of robust information on hyperon coupling constants, see [10] for a review.

And transition to strange matter is also important in understanding the

structure of compact stars like neutron stars since the existence of strange

matter inside of them will change the equation of state of interior matter.

In this study, we take a first step towards this direction in holographic QCD. Recent

developments based on AdS/CFT [11, 12, 13] renders a new tool to study dense matter in

the framework of a holographic model of QCD [14, 15], see [17] for a review. There have

been many studies on dense nuclear matter [18] in the holographic QCD.

To study the transition we introduce two flavor D6 branes which correspond to light

(u or d) and intermediate (strange) quarks respectively and spherical D4 brane with NC

fundamental strings. The fundamental strings can be attached on a light quark D6 brane

and/or intermediate mass quark (strange) D6 brane. By solving DBI action and applying

the force balance condition, we find stable configuration of D4/D6/D6 system. After

finding minimum energy configuration, we calculate the ratio of up and strange quarks in

the system as a function of baryon density.

2. Baryon vertex

In this section we discuss baryon vertex (spherical D4 brane with NC fundamental strings)

in confining background following [19]

The non-supersymmetric geometry for confining background of D4 is given by

ds2 =

!

U

R

"3/2
#

"µ"dxµdx" + f(U)dx2
4

$

+

!

R

U

"3/2 !

dU2

f(U)
+ U2d%2

4

"

e# = gs

!

U

R

"3/4

, F4 =
2#Nc

%4
$4, f(U) = 1 "

%UKK

U

&3
, R3 = #gsNcl

3
s . (2.1)

This background is related to the black hole solution of D4 brane by the double Wick

rotation. The Kaluza-Klein mass is defined as inverse radius of the x4 direction: MKK =

– 2 –



Energy minimization

 Small density

 Large density



Nuclear matter to Strange matter

Density dependence of ratio of strange quark



Fluctuation
Mesons

4.2 Zero mq spectral flows

We now study how the baryon density in the confining geometry a!ects the goldstone

spectrum. In order to do this we study the mq = 0 solutions as a function of Q. In

the Q = 0 case we have a massless pseudoscalar mode which follows a Gell-Mann-

Oakes-Renner relation in the small mq limit. When we turn on a finite baryon density

we find the spectrum shown in figure 14. There are several key features to this plot.

!8 !6 !4 !2 2 4 6

Log!Q"
5

10

15

20

Mn

!10 !5 5

Log!Q"0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Mn

Figure 14: mq = 0 flows as a function of Q. We see clearly the splitting between the
Neumann and Dirichlet modes and the tachyon in the lowest Neumann mode as the eigen-
value crosses zero (into the complex Mn plane). (Neumann in red, Dirichlet in blue). The
Neumann flow in the right figure continues to smaller Q (tending to Mn ! 0) but is not
shown in this graph. The right plot is a zoom in on the small Q region of the right plot.

The first bulk feature is that there is a splitting in the spectrum between N and D

modes which coincide at Q = 0. For large Q the modes split and there seems to be

an equal splitting between each mode.

There is also a clear di!erence in behaviour between N and D modes for small

Q. The most important di!erence is that the N modes contain a tachyon, indicating

a clear instability above some value around Q = 2. This tachyon, being in the

q̄!5q part of the spectrum seems to indicate that the system wants to condense this

operator. This would correspond to breaking of parity invariance (see [35] for details

about parity conservation in vector-like theories). However, it is believed that in

QCD there might be such a parity breaking phase transition at high baryon density,

it would be extremely interesting if we are seeing the signature of such a breaking

in this context [36]. It seems that we are getting a splitting in parity pairs by the

presence of the baryon vertex. Indeed the baryon vertex gives an explicit breaking

of the chiral symmetry (therefore lifting the Goldstone mode) and allows for the

splitting of the 0+ and 0! modes.

In fact the value of Q for which we get the tachyon is about the same value of

Q where the intersections between the D5 and D7-brane disappear as the gradient

– 24 –
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Figure 16: Spectral flow of the first six eigenstates as a function of Log(Q). We see that
the AdS solutions (given by dotted lines) act as attractors for the spectral flow, all the way
to very large baryon density. As the value of a meson mass gets close to that of the pure
AdS case, the wavefunction is only slightly deformed about the AdS dip in the potential.
As the flow goes between these values the wavefunction is a!ected more by the second
potential well and finally for very large values of Q this is the dominant feature. Indeed
we can continue this figure in the large Q direction and find that the first mode becomes
tachyonic at around log Q = 9 - again it should be noted that this very slow dependence on
Q is related to the dependence of the D5 embedding on ri. Again, red is Neumann, Blue
is Dirichlet.).

The other clear feature of the graph is the spectral flow whereby the spectrum

moves between the pure AdS behaviour in steps. We can see this by looking at the

Schrodinger potential in the form explained in the appendix in section A. Note that

this flow is extremely reminiscent of the spectral flow on the Higgs branch studied

in [39, 40].

In order to understand the behaviour we first study the Schrodinger potential for

the case of pure AdS with zero baryon density. In this case there is a single minimum

and the potential is given by the expression:

Vn = 1!
4e2!m2

q(n + 1)(n + 2)
!
m2

q + e2!
"2 , (4.10)

This is plotted in figure 17.

On introducing a non-zero baryon density, the D7-brane is bound to connect

with the baryon vertex and so we get a radical change in the behaviour of the

potential. The change in the embeddings can be seen in figure 18 illustrating the

change in embeddings for a range of Q. We see that for small Q, the embeddings

– 26 –

arXiv: 0912:4013 (YS, Jonathan P. Shock, San-Jin Sin, Dimitrios Zoakos)
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SUSY breaking

V = K ī j(∂iW )∗∂jW , K ī j = (∂ī∂jK )−1.

When the Kähler potential is minimal,

K = z∗i zi , V = |∂iW |2.

F-type SUSY breaking ⇔ ∂iW 6= 0 at the vacuum.
∂XW 6= 0 ⇔ Goldstino direction ψX ⇔ Pseudomodulus X .

R-symmetry

Nelson & Seiberg: SUSY breaking ⇔ R-symmetry.
(generic model, global minimum)
Gaugino mass requires R-breaking.

I Explicit breaking,

I Spontaneous breaking ⇒ R-axion.
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Spontaneous R-breaking at loop level

R-breaking by non-zero vev. of X (CW potential).
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Spontaneous R-breaking at loop level

R-breaking by non-zero vev. of X (CW potential).
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Spontaneous R-breaking at loop level

R-breaking by non-zero vev. of X (CW potential).
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Spontaneous R-breaking at loop level

R-breaking by non-zero vev. of X (CW potential).
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Spontaneous R-breaking at tree level

R-breaking everywhere on the pseudomoduli space.
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Tree level R-breaking models

R-breaking requires some qi 6= 0, 2.

W = λz1(z4z5 −m2) + µz2z4 + νz3z5 + az2
5 z6 + bz4z6z7 + Mz2

7 .

For real positive coefficients µν < λ2m2,

z4 = νre iθ, z5 = µre−iθ, θ ∈ R, r > 0.

R-breaking by r , the R-axion is labeled by θ.
The pseudomodulus X = some linear combination of z1, z2, z3.

Apply to gauge mediation

Stable everywhere on X ⇒ 0 gaugino mass (direct mediation).
Avoiding the flaw:

I det(λX + m) 6= det m (tree level instability).

I Separate messenger sector.

I Explicit R-breaking (ISS, fine-tuning...).
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